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AASC (NSW) Orienteering Coaching 

Week 2 Games

Week 2 - Map interpretation and orientation

1. Find the Feature
2. Feature Relay
3. Feature Relay in Reverse
4. Map Relay
5. Features in the Round
6. Legend in Line
7. Walk the line - cards
8. Walk the line - landmarks
9. Walk the line - coordinates mat
10. Mini star course with hoola hoops   
11. North cards 
12. Map Making 
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Activities Game Outline/Instructions Time Equipment Comments

Activity 1

Find the Feature

Revise meanings of symbols

Lake, Watercourse, Earth bank, Playground, Man 
made feature, Fence, High fence, Track, Trees, 
Garden / bush, Open ground, Building

Hand out mixed up pairs of the feature cards. 

Children are to keep their feature a secret.

On whistle the children must run around trying to 
find their “mate”.

When found run to a nominated point.

5 min Landform / feature 
cards - 2 sets

Whistle

An extension option for the 
game is that the children 
cannot speak (they need to 
mime their feature).
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Activity 2

Feature Relay

Revise meanings of symbols

Lake, Watercourse, Earth bank, Playground, Man 
made feature, Fence, High fence, Track, Trees, 
Garden / bush, Open ground, Building.

Allocate each team member a number.

Teams line up along each side of the square, facing 
the centre of a square.  Have a pile of feature cards 
inside the hoop in the centre of the square.

The coach says the feature first and then a team 
member number.  That team member runs in to 
collect the feature card and then returns to the 
team. If they are unsure they should check with their 
team .

The fastest team to collect the feature gets a point.

10 min Sets of feature cards.

Hoop

Chalk

To prepare, divide the children 
into 4 teams and draw a large 
chalk square.

If there’s an unequal number of 
players in each team, allocate 
additional numbers to some
team members.

Start with sufficient feature 
cards for all teams but as 
confidence improves have less 
feature cards than teams.
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Activity 3

Feature Relay -

In reverse

The group has just finished Feature Relay - now we 
go in reverse.

Teams remain lined up facing the centre of a square 
where there is a hoop.

The coach says the feature first and then the number 
of one team member.  That team member delivers
the feature card back to the centre hoop (if the team 
has the feature card). If they are unsure they should 
check with their team.

The fastest team to deliver all their features back is 
the "winner".

10 min Sets of feature cards.

Hoop

Chalk

This Activity is a natural 
progression of Feature Relay.
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Activity 4

Map Relay 

Divide the group into teams and give each team 
a complete/master map.

Put all map jigsaw pieces in a hoop in the middle 
of the groups.

One runner at a time collects a map piece that 
matches their map, takes it back to their own 
hoop and starts building their map beside the 
master map.

If a wrong piece is collected, it must be taken 
back.

The first team to complete its jigsaw is the 
"winner"

Repeat the activity with a new map.

10 min 4 coloured master 
maps (laminate real 
maps).

Matching laminated 
maps with coloured 
sheets on the 
underside that have 
been laminated and 
cut into 8 piece 
jigsaw puzzles.

Hoop for the centre.

Hoop for each team 
to build their map in.

This activity can be 
graduated so that the 
children start with easy 
puzzles and progress to 
more pieces and/or harder 
maps.

The activity can also be 
varied so that teams 
progress to constructing 
maps with no differentiating 
colour on the reverse side of 
the map and:

a) are very different (eg 
sprint, park, bush); or

b) are similar.

Note: The activity can be 
started without the Master 
Map and each team has just 
1 piece of their own map.
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Activity 5

Features in the Round

Form circles with an equal number of students 
as feature cards plus start and finish symbols.

Issue a feature card to each student.

Remove one symbol and that person goes to the 
middle of the circle(s).

A course is called (eg start, boulder, fence, lake, 
finish) and the person runs between features 
and then back to the middle when complete.

The runner is replaced by another and another 
course is called. 

Points are awarded for clean runs.

10 min Feature cards Start with just 3 features, 
then gradually build up the 
number of features to be 
remembered. If doing 2 
circles, ensure that the same 
features are being used in 
both circles.
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Activity 6

Legend in Line

Form 3 or 4 groups

Issue a feature card to each person within the 
group - including a Start and a Finish symbol.

A course of e.g. 3 features is called.

The group collectively places themselves in a 
line in the order the features are called.

Repeat with different feature lists, increasing 
the number of features called as the groups 
improve.

10 min Start with just 3 features 
then gradually build up 
number of features to be 
remembered. If doing 2 
lines, ensure that the same 
features are being used in 
both groups.
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Activity 7

Walk the Line - Cards

Line the children up behind the triangle (start). 

The children follow the line (on the ground and 
their card) ensuring that they keep their card 
orientated to north at all times.

The idea is for children to know where they are 
on the card (map) at all times.

Once the children have mastered orientation of 
the map, the compass can be introduced a few 
weeks later. The map should have a north arrow 
and the compass can be placed next to the north 
arrow as they walk around.  If they orientate the 
map correctly the compass and arrow on the 
map should both be point north the whole time. 

10 min Walk the line cards 

(4 A4 sheets of paper 
with a line course 
marked including a 
triangle for the start 
and a double circle for 
the finish.)

(see pictures at end of 
Week 2 section)

This exercise is introduced at 
the beginning and practiced 
for about 4 weeks until the 
children have mastered 
orientating the map.  

Before starting draw a
course with chalk on 
concrete that matches the 
cards. Add the triangle for 
the start and double circle 
for the finish.

Activity 8

Walk the Line - Landmarks

As for Walk the Line –Cards except that 
landmarks are used to plot the course.

10 min Walk the line –
landmark cards

Landmarks

(see pictures at end of 
Week 2 section)
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Activity 9

Walk the Line –Coordinates 
Mat

The coordinate cards are used on the mat as walk 
the line activities. 

There are coordinates eg. E5 marked along the way 
and the children can stop at these coordinates to 
check they are on the right path. 

10 min Coordinates mat and 
cards.

(see pictures at end of 
Week 2 section)

Make the cards two sided, 
with one side more difficult 
to challenge children.

Activity 10

Mini star course with hoola 
hoops   

The children may visit each hoop in any order but 
remind the children not to all run to the same hoola 
hoop as it will slow them down waiting. 

As the child approaches the hoola hoop he/she must 
mark the  map with an x in the right circle then run 
back to the middle to have that ‘ ‘control’  ticked off 
by a staff member.  Have a master copy of the 
correct colours on a map. 

The children will finish with 8 different colour crosses 
and a tick beside each circle on completion of the 
star course. 

8 hoola hoops

Marker for centre

8 different colour 
textas

Mini star course map 
for each child

Marker for north (to 
allow easier map 
orientation)

To prepare place the hoola  
hoops evenly in a large circle ( 
within 50m diametre). Space 
them N,S,E,W, NE, NW, SE, SW.  

(See picture of map at end of 
Week 2 section.)

Place a different colour texta in 
each hoola hoops ( if lots of 
children have two textas of the 
same colour in each hoola
hoop)
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Activity 11

North Cards

Give each child a North card.

Ask the children to stand in an area and tell them 
where north is.

Ask the children to run around following these two 
rules:

a)the card must stay in front of them at all times; 
and
b)the arrow must point north at all times.

Call out freeze and check to see if the children have 
their card pointing north.

Ask the children to spin around pointing the card 
north.

Tell the children that the card will be upside 
down/sideways often just like orienteering maps.

5 min North cards for each 
child.

(See end of Week 2 
session notes re North 
cards.)

Activity 12

Map Making

Within a defined area, have the children use 
create their own maps.

10 min Vinyl, felt or card 
features.

Copy maps for later 
reference or use in Follow 
the Line –Landmark cards 
activity.
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Walk the Line Landmarks cards 
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Coordinates Mat (made from shade cloth) Coordinate cards
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Mini Star Course Map

Week 2:

North cards

Page 13

North cards

North
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Map Making


